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Check that you have read and understand the following:*: Surveys may be
submitted by mail, fax, email, or online., Upon submission, this survey will
be posted to our website and published in the CRTL News Bulletin as public
information., We will redact your contact information before posting to our
website., The completed survey is required for endorsement consideration.,
Direct questions to KByrne@CincinnatiRighttoLife.org
Name*: I Cristina Burcica
Phone*:
Email:
Web Site: www.burcica.com
Facebook URL: https://www.facebook.com/Burcica4Cincy/
Position and District Sought:*: Cincinnati City Council
Are you an incumbent for this office?*: NO
Have you previously held an elected position?*: NO
: I will provide the biography during the interview.
: I will disclose during the interview.
: I am running for office because I want to make our city a better place to
live and work. I plan to do this by applying the skills I have learned over
the course of my decade of experience as a corporate engineer. I want to
bring my experience evaluating the efficiency of projects, and finding ways
to curb costs while improving productivity and performance to city hall. My
main goals are improving quality and access to public transportation while
reducing cost, decreasing homelessness and better connecting Cincinnati to
the rest of the state and country.
I plan to improve our public transportation by reviewing our current
transportation infrastructure to determine what is working and what is not,
where we are spending too much money, and copying proven ways to improve
public transportation from other cities. I plan to reduce homelessness by
introducing programs that will allow homeless individuals to begin earning
money and building a resume by working for their community to improve and
clean up Cincinnati; and through affordable housing initiatives. I also want
to implement a program to better connect Cincinnati to the rest of the state
using our already existing rail networks, in order to spur economic growth
and increase our city’s competitiveness.
1. Do you support reversal of Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton?: NO
Comment - Question 1: I support better methods and processes to reduce the
number of abortions through accessibility to training, better communication
skills and knowledge.
2. Do you support federal and state legislation to ban abortion-on-demand
from fertilization to birth?:
Comment - Question 2: Abortion-on-demand should be a personal choice in
collaboration with family, well spiritual knowledge, and faith.
I am running as a technical woman with the most advanced training in
sciences and engineering between all the candidates because I support equal
rights for women both at work and in society. Women should have access to

rights for women both at work and in society. Women should have access to
better training and communication abilities that allow them more options to
select from. Critical choices in being pro-life versus terminating the
pregnancy comes first with protecting a woman health and well being. No one
likes abortions. I understand the how difficult the decision to have an
abortion is and how personal, and I believe it is important for women to be
able to make an informed decision that takes into account both medical and
spiritual well being. It is important to listen to the inner us and be ready
to be responsible on that decision for the entire life. I am speaking
about life skills. I grew up in Romania and women were dehumanized through
an atrocious law. It should never happen again either here or around the
world. Since 1966 until 1989, 10,000 women died (paper records) to bring
into the world 2 million children. The real number is not known because many
deaths were registered under other reasons for those times. Many children
were born with handicaps and kept in hidden places with no adequate and
elementary or minimum conditions of living. That's what abortion law imposed
by a system can do to a society. Militia will patrol hospitals, all
subsystems records and physically check on women bellies sizes to enforce
the law in establishments.
3. Do you support legislation that prohibits distributing tax money for any
reason to organizations that promote or perform abortions?:
Comment - Question 3: Prohibits is not the right word but I am for
transparency on how those money are used. We want less and less abortions to
happen. We want women not to suffer.
4. Do you support removal or prevention of city-provided health insurance
benefits from including abortion coverage?:
Comment - Question 4: Abortions should not be encouraged through free
coverage. I will look into how to keep responsible the individual through
better accessibility to knowledge and education.
5. Will you support and encourage appointment if pro-life candidates to the
Board of Health, and oppose appointment of pro-abortion candidates?:
Comment - Question 5: I believe we should have a mixture of views so we can
have less abortions.
6. Do you support legislation prohibiting the killing of human embryos used
for scientific research?:
Comment - Question 6: We want less killings of human embryos through better
decisions. Legislation that prohibits one variable will affect another
variable.
Many families use artificial insemination to have a healthy family.
7. Do you support legislation prohibiting all cloning of human beings?: YES
Comment - Question 7: Cloning is not the future of human kind.
8. Do you support legislation prohibiting assisted suicide in Ohio?:
Comment - Question 8: For extreme cases yes. Going through acceptance of
one's death for a long time while suffering physically and mentally it's
just not right and not a good path toward the end. Death is part of life, we
should strive to live long and have a good end. We should strive to reach
enlighten on this planet.
9. Do you support the union of one man and one woman as the only definition
of marriage that should be legally recognized at all levels of government?:
Comment - Question 9: I support respect for all human beings. I support
actions/legislation that brings us together and not the opposite - put us in
state of fight.
We have so many things to accomplish to raise the standard of living and

We have so many things to accomplish to raise the standard of living and
respect in our society and we have such a short time to produce change in
this life.
10. Will you oppose any law or regulation that infringes upon an
individual's or organization's rights of conscience by forcing participation
in abortion or other immoral practices?:
Comment - Question 10: Who would want to be forced in participation of
abortion or other immoral practice? I don't.
11. Would you work actively to revoke any such laws, regulations or
ordinances that infringe upon an individual's or organization's rights of
conscience?:
Comment - Question 11: Rights of conscience come with better abilities to
think, act and implement actions that produce positive results in our
society. We want to leave behind a good legacy to our young generations.
12. List all organizations to which you have contributed time or money in
the past four years.: I will disclose during the interview.

